SPELLING PRACTICE

RESTAURANTS

- Correctly spell the words below.
- The first letter of each word is underlined.

1. We paid the \textit{(bill)} and left the restaurant. \textit{bill}
2. That restaurant \textit{(chef)} can cook really tasty food!
3. There are many more restaurant \textit{(stoumeers)} on the weekend.
4. Let’s eat at home. Let’s call for \textit{(omhe velierdy)}!
5. Breakfast is my favorite \textit{(lema)} of the day.
6. I looked at the \textit{(eunm)}, but I still can’t decide what to eat.
7. Are you ready to \textit{(dreor)}, Sir?
8. I made a restaurant \textit{(servatrieon)} for Monday.
9. I don’t like meat. I prefer the food at the \textit{(aalsd abr)}.
10. I like the \textit{(iervces)} at this restaurant. The waiters are very friendly.
11. Oh-oh. I dropped my \textit{(osonp)}. I’ll ask for another one.
12. I always ask for a \textit{(wasstr)} when I order a cola.
13. We’d like a \textit{(betal)} for three, please.
14. Let’s leave a \textit{(tpi)} for the waitress.
15. Most fast food restaurants have \textit{(yrast)} for customers to carry.
16. The \textit{(rawite)} asked us what we wanted to order.
ANSWER KEY

1. bill 9. salad bar
2. chef 10. service
3. customers 11. spoon
4. home delivery 12. straw
5. meal 13. table
6. menu 14. tip
7. order 15. trays
8. reservation 16. waiter

NOTE

Consider helping your learners with difficult sentences by reading aloud the sentences, including the words in brackets.